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For the case where D is a Boolean algebra of events and P is a probability 
(finitely additive) deFinetti (1972) considered the question of conglomerability of P 
and found that in many circumstances thts natural notion was equivalent to coun- 
table additivity of P. Schervish, Seidenfeld, and Kadane (1984) pursued these 
investigations on the connection between countable additivity and conglomerability 
in greater detail for the case where 1 is a a-algebra. Hill and Lane (1985) and 
Zame (1988) give alternative proofs. This article is an extension (for the most part) 
of Schervish, Seidenfeld, and Kadane’s work to the case where 3 is an arbitrary 
Boolean algebra. The more restrictive notion of positive conglomerability for a class 
of algebras, including the countable algebras, c-complete algebras, and inilinite 
product algebras is treated completely. This class is described by the requirement 
that a {0, I}-valued measure be countably additive if every countable family of 
negligible sets is contained within a negligible set (i.e., corresponds to a P-point of 
of the Stone space). In general positive conglomerability fails to be equivalent to 
countable additivity though the degree of failure is minor. Building on techniques 
of Hill, Lane, and Zame, we obtain partial results on conglomerability for non-u- 
complete algebras. se’ 1990 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. POSITIVE CONGLOMERABILITY 
Let 98 be a Boolean algebra of subevents of the certain event Sz and let 
P be a probability on $H. If X = {H,, . . . . H,} is a finite partition of a one 
has for any B E 543 that min, P(B 1 H,) < P(B) < max, P(B 1 H,) for, by Bayes’ 
rule, P(B) is the convex combination C:= , P(B 1 H,) P(H,) of the condi- 
tional probabilities (P(BI H,) : i= 1, . . . . n}. Of course, in order that 
conditional probabilities be defined it is necessary that each element 
of .Y? receive positive probability. Such a partition will be called positiue 
(with respect to P). When X is an infinite positive (hence at most 
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countable) partition the property that inf{P(B I H) : HEX ) d P(B) d 
sup{ P(B 1 H) : HE X’$ need not hold. If it does hold for all BE a and 
positive partitions X then P will be called positiveI}* conglomerable. If this 
property does not hold there is a supremum y*(P) = y* > 0 of the numbers 
P(B) - sup{ P(B 1 H) : HE X} as 3’ ranges over positive partitions and B 
over 93. The number y* is called the extent of non-positive conglomerabilitJ> 
of P. If P is countably additive Bayes’ rule remains applicable and P is 
positively conglomerable. As a result non-positive conglomerability is 
evidence for non-countable additivity. Fixing a positive partition # but 
letting BE 9? vary we may speak of conglomerability of P in SF or extent 
of non-conglomerability in X. If P is countably additive in X so that 
1 = C {P(H) : HE p} Bayes’ rule again shows that P is conglomerable in 
Z’. As a result non-positive conglomerability is possible only when there 
are positive partitions in which P fails to be countably additive. (This is not 
a trivial restatement, for a free ultratilter gives rise to a non-countably 
additive measure which is countably additive in every positive partition.) If 
J? = {H, : n E N} is a positive partition in which P is countably additive 
and H”=sup{H,,, . m > n} then {H”} is a decreasing sequence with 4 as 
intimum in 93 so that P(H,) strictly decreases to 0. Conversely, given such 
a sequence {H” : n E N} one obtains a positive partition Z = {H, : n E N} 
in which P is countably additive by setting H, = H”\H”+’ for n E N. If P 
is countably additive in some infinite positive partition then P has infinite 
range. In fact, as in Armstrong and Prikry [6], in order that P have 
infinite range it is necessary and sufficient that there be a decreasing 
sequence {H” : n EN}, not necessarily with infimum 4, so that P(H”) 
strictly decreases to 0. If this is not the case then P is a finite convex 
combination of (0, 1 }-valued (i.e., ultrafilter) measures and P is called 
molecular. When P has infinite range it is called non-molecular. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Any molecular probability P is positively conglomerable. 
ProojI Let P = C:= i 1,6,, where each 6, is a (0, 1 }-valued measure. Let 
2 be a positive partition. For i= 1, . . . . n, there is a unique H(i) E & so that 
6,(H(i))= 1 and di(H’)=O if H’ES’\{H(i)}. Since H’EX implies 
P(H’) > 0 there are at most n elements of Z. Since 2 is finite P is 
conglomerable in X. Since 2 is arbitrary P is positively conglomerable. 1 
As a result of this proposition, since molecular measures may be count- 
ably additive or purely finitely additive (i.e., singular to all countably 
additive measures) or arbitrary convex mixtures of these, there might 
appear to be no useful connection between countable additivity and 
positive conglomerability. In discussing non-positive conglomerability we 
may assume that P is non-molecular. 
Hewitt and Yosida [28] have shown that any probability P may be 
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uniquely decomposed into a sum P,, + Ppfa, where P,, is countably 
additive and P,f, is purely finitely additive. The countably additive part P,, 
of P is singular to the purely finitely additive part Ppf, of P. Schervish, 
Seidenfeld, and Kadane [32, Theorem 3.21 showed for any P that IIP,f,II 2 
y*(P) and for certain types of non-molecular P that y*(P) was equal to 
I1P,,l(, where liQl[ = Q(s;Z) denotes the total variation norm of a non- 
negative measure Q. Their result was stated for non-molecular measures on 
a a-algebra which were shown in their Lemma 3.1 to be countably additive 
in some infinite positive partition. We state their general result here. Their 
proof needs only minor adjustments to apply here. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 If P is countably additive in an infinite positive parti- 
tion then y*(P) = lIPpFall. 
If P is not countably additive in an infinite positive partition it may or 
may not be the case that y*(P) = II P,f,lJ. To examine this case one must 
have a better understanding of the structure of such measures. For this it 
is convenient to consider g to be the algebra of clopen subsets of its Stone 
space X, and to identify P with its countably additive extension to the 
Baire o-algebra of X,. Two such measures P, and P, are absolutely con- 
tinuous as Baire measures or as Radon measures, P1 $ P,, iff they are 
absolutely continuous on g so that for any E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 so that 
P,(A) <E if P,(A) < S. P, and P, are singular as Baire measures, P, I P,, 
iff they are singular on .!J? iff for all E > 0 there is a BE a with P,(B’) < E 
and P,(B) < E. P, is weakly absolutely continuous to P,, P, 4W P, iff BE 98 
and P,(B)=0 implies that P1(B)=O. P, is disjoint from P,, P, I, P2, iff 
there is BE g with P,(B’) = 0 = P,(B). Considering P, and P, as Baire 
measures on X,, P1 6, P2 iff supp(P,)csupp(P,) and P, I, P2 iff 
supp( P, ) n supp( P2) = /zl (see Armstrong [9] ). Call P scattered iff supp( P) 
is scattered in X,. Call P fully scattered iff it is scattered and each 
x E supp(P) has P( {x}) > 0. Since scattered spaces support only atomic 
measures (Semadeni [34]) any scattered measure is atomic (but not 
conversely). Any molecular measure has finite, hence scattered, support. Non- 
molecular measures have countably infinite support if fully scattered. One 
may write any finitely additive probability P on g as ~supp~p~~(x) P(dx), where 
for each x E supp(P) one considers 6(x) to be the associated {0, 1 }-valued 
measure on g (6(x)(A) = 1 iff A is in the ultralilter x on ?8) and P in the 
integral is considered to be a Radon measure on X,. Of course .Y E supp(P) 
iff 6(x) 4, P. P is scattered iff when Q is a measure on &? with Q <,,, P then 
Q is atomic. The measure P is fully scattered iff 6 (0, 1 }-valued with 
6 <, P implies that 6 -G P. 
If 5? is a Boolean algebra it has an injective envelope Bz which is its 
Dedekind completion (Semadini [34]). 8 is isomorphic to a subalgebra of 
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gA,; az is complete and is the only complete subalgebra of &9z containing 
#. The canonical surjection Gr of the Stone space X,, onto X, dual to the 
inclusion 93 c gL is irreducible in that if F is closed and nowhere dense in 
X,, then @i’(F) is closed and nowhere dense in X,,. As a result any 
partition of a is a partition of az or for that matter a partition of any 
algebra d between a and &‘=. In this case -0;i = gz and one says that d 
and 39 are coinjectiue. Coinjectivity is the notion dual to the Stone spaces 
X, and X, being coabsolute in having the same projective cover (or 
absolute or Gleason space) namely Xaz. Call 23 countably coinjective if 
there is a countable subalgebra &’ of 9 so that &’ and %Y are coinjective. 
Notice that g is countably coinjective iff it is coinjective with all sufficiently 
large countable subalgebras. As a result if 2 is countably coinjective any 
suffkiently large countable subalgebra d has the property that a partition 
of d is a partition of g. Countably coinjective algebras include countable 
algebras as well as all subalgebras of 2N which include singletons. The 
primary utility of countably coinjective algebras for this article is in this 
proposition. Here for a measure P on &? and a subalgebra d we use the 
notation E(P 1 J-X!) to denote the restriction of P to d. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The lim inf of the extents y*(E(PI ~2)) of non-positive 
conglomerability of E(P 1 d) as SZZ’ increases through the countable 
subalgebras of Ct7 is at least y*(P). If ~43 is countably coinjective then 
y*(E(Pld))= y*(P) provided that d is a sufficiently large countable 
subalgebra of 93. 
Proof If # is a countable positive partition of g and BEST with 
P(B)>P(BIH)+y*(P)-e for all HE% for some E>O and & is an 
algebra larger than that generated by Z and B then y*(E(P( XJ’)) Z 
l!*(P) - E. The arbitrariness of E assures us that 
19 inf y*(E(PI ~2)) 3 y*(P). 
Let (Z”, B,) be a sequence consisting of pairs of positive partitions #n 
andB,E~sothatP(B,)~P(B,IH)+y*(P)-l/nforallHE~~.Let~be 
a countable algebra generated by the totality of the partitions <n and the 
sequence {B,}. We have y*(E(PI 2)) > y*(P) for any algebra zz’ between 
d and 9?. If d is a countable algebra larger than d and coinjective with 
9Y every positive partition of d is again a partition of $% so y*(E(P 1 d)) < 
v*(P), hence y*(E(P)&) =7*(P). This holds for all d sufficiently 
large. 1 
REMARK 1.1. In general if d c 99 and each positive partition of d is 
one of B then y*(E(PJd))by*(P). 
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More general than a countably coinjective algebra is the notion of 
quasi-F-algebra introduced by Armstrong and Prikry [S] and Armstrong 
[S]. 98 is a quasi-F-algebra iff its Stone space X, is a quasi-F-space of 
Dashiell, Hager, and Henricksen [21] so that each open .% 13 in X, is 
such that 8’ contains a dense open &. In terms of ~8 this amounts to the 
assertion that any countable disjoint family is a subset of a countable 
partition. If 6@ satisfies the countable chain condition so that a maximal disjoint 
collection in &? is countable, in particular if g admits a strictly positive 
probability, then B is a quasi-F-algebra. Any countably coinjective B 
satisfies the countable chain condition. At the other end of the spectrum 
any o-complete algebra is a quasi-F-algebra. One useful fact about a quasi- 
F-algebra %? is that a (0, 1 }-valued measure 6(x) associated with a point 
x E X, is countably additive iff x is a P-point of X, (i.e., interior to any $ 
containing it), in fact iff x is an isolated point. This is very easily estab- 
lished. For any countably additive 6(x) and any other measure P one has 
either 6(x) e P or 6(x) is disjoint from P in that there is an A with 
6(x)(A) = 1 and P(A) =O. Thus, 6(x) -& P implies 6(x) 6 P. It is easily 
established that a measure on a quasi-F-algebra fails to be countably 
additive in any infinite positive partition iff there is no decreasing sequence 
{A,} with {P(A,)} strictly decreasing to 0. 
Another class of algebras is the F-algebras of Armstrong and Prikry [5] 
whose Stone spaces are F-spaces of Seever [33] or Gilman and Jerison 
[24], where disjoint open FOs have disjoint closures. An F-algebra is 
characterized by the property that if (A, : n E N} is an increasing sequence 
and {B, : n E N} is a decreasing sequence with A,, c B, for all n then there 
is a CE 9 with A,, c Cc B, for all n. F-algebras include quotients of 
a-complete algebras. An algebra is o-complete iff it is both an F-algebra 
and a quasi-F-algebra. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (a) If P is a non-molecular fully scattered measure 
then it fails to be countably additive in any infinite positive partition. 
(b) A non-molecular P is fully scattered iff its restriction to any 
subalgebra (countable) generated by a countable disjoint family is fullE 
scattered. 
(c) A non-molecular P on a quasi-F-algebra which fails to be count- 
ably additive on any infinite positive partition is fully scattered. 
(d) If P is strictly positive and fails to be countably additive in any 
infinite partition then it is fully scattered. 
Proof (a) If Z is a positive partition of g in which P is countably 
additive then each x E supp(P) is in one of the clopen sets H in 2 in X,. 
The finite covering property of the compact set supp(P) implies that X is 
finite. This establishes (a). 
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(b) If P is fully scattered and .n’ is a subalgebra of J then for 
U~usupp(P)cX, one has Y(s)~supp(E(Pj.d))=supp(P~~~‘) when 
!P: X, -+X, is the continuous surjection dual to the inclusion of .a/ in d. 
Furthermore E(Pld)((Y(x))-) = P({.Y)) > 0. Since supp(P,‘!P’) = 
ul(supp(P)) this shows that E(P( &‘) gives positive measure to each point 
in its support. Thus, for all subalgebras &‘, E( P 1 JZJ) is fully scattered. 
Conversely, let E(P I&‘) be fully scattered for each countable subalgebra 
G! of 93. Let XE supp(P) and suppose that 6(-u) is not absolutely 
continuous with respect to P. There is a decreasing sequence (A,: in B so 
that x E A, for all n and so that ( P(YI,~) : n E N} strictly decreases to 0. Let 
& be the algebra generated by {A;, A,\A2. . . . . A,\A,,+ ,, . ..I. If 
6 = E(6(x) 1 Ccs) then &AZ) = 0 for all n, 6 <, E(P 1 YQI), and 
lim, - m E(PI &)(A,)=0 so 6 is not absolutely continuous with respect to 
E(PI d). This contradicts the assumption that E(PI &) is fully scattered. 
Thus, 6(x) < P and P is fully scattered. 
(c) Let P be non-molecular and not countably additive in any 
infinite positive partition. Further let &? be a quasi-F-algebra. Let 6 be a 
(0, 1 }-valued measure weakly absolutely continuous to P. If 6 is countably 
additive then 6 < P as remarked previously. Thus it may be assumed that 
6 is purely finitely additive, hence (Armstrong and Prikry [4]) strongly 
finitely additive so there is a decreasing sequence {A, : n E N} with empty 
infimum so that 6(A,) = 1 for all II. If 6 is not absolutely continuous with 
respect to P there is a decreasing sequence {B, : n E N} with 6(B,) = 1 for 
ail 12 and so that lim,, _ n; P(A,nB,)=O. We have d(A,nB,)= 1 >O for 
all n so, by weak absolute continuity, P(A, n B,) > 0 for all n. From this 
sequence an infinite positive partition may be built in which P is countably 
additive. Since this is impossible 6 <P, which establishes (c). 
(d) In this case 93 is a quasi-F-algebra. 1 
COROLLARY 1.4.1. (a) If P is non-molecular and not countably additive 
in any infinite positive partition and 6 6, P is purely finitely additive then 
6 < P. 
(b) If P is non-molecular and is not countably additive in any infinite 
positive partition then P is fully scattered $ any 6 (0, 1 )-valued, countably 
additive, and weakly absolutely continuous with respect to P corresponds to 
a P-point of X, (or to an isolated point of supp(P)). 
Part (b) of Corollary 1.4.1 extends the validity of Proposition 4 from 
quasi-F-algebras to the larger class of algebras so that every countably 
additive (0, 1 }-valued measure corresponds to a P-point of X,. We call 
such an algebra a P-algebra. The class of P-algebras includes product 
algebras with infinitely many factors (which fail to be quasi-F-algebras if 
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one factor algebra is not a quasi-F-algebra). We note that if 99 is the 
product of infinitely many non-trivial factors then X, is a product of 
infinitely many non-trivial factors. In this case the technique of Proposi- 
tion 5 of Armstrong and Prikry [3] shows that for any Radon probability 
P on X, and E > 0 there is a closed nowhere dense ?&Kc X, with 
P(K) > 1 -E. As a result, any probability on $9 is purely finitely additive. 
For the case where X, is a totally disconnected perfect compact group (or 
homogeneous space) Armstrong [2], following Hewitt and Ross [38], 
shows that X, is an infinite product space. Thus all probabilities on 5? are 
purely finitely additive. 
Seever [33] has shown that the support of any probability Radon 
measure on an F-space is extremally disconnected. In particular there are 
no countably infinite compact subsets. An equivalent characterization of 
the latter property is that the only compact scattered subsets are the finite 
ones. More relevant to our discussions is the following easily established 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. A compact Hausdorff space admits no non-molecular 
fully scattered measures iff the only scattered compact subsets are finite iff 
all infinite compact subsets have cardinality at least 2NU. 
As a result Proposition 1.4(c) is not applicable to non-o-complete F- 
algebras. Indeed it is conceivable that there is a non-atomic (hence non- 
molecular) P not countably additive in any infinite positive partition. In 
this case Corollary 1.4.1 would imply that if .Y E supp(P) then 6(x) is coun- 
tably additive and x is not a P-point. The techniques in Proposition 4 of 
Armstrong [S] imply that any probability Q with Q 6, P is countably 
additive. For such a P one would have countable additivity; yet the only 
positive partitions in which P is countably additive would be finite. An 
extreme example would be algebras 99 that admit no infinite partitions 
whatsoever. These are the Cantor separable algebras of Walker [36] and 
are defined by the property that no strictly increasing sequence have a 
supremum. Armstrong [S], following Graves and Wheeler [26], shows 
that Cantor separable algebras are precisely those for which every 
probability is countably additive and are those whose Stone spaces are 
almost-P-spaces in the sense of Levy [31]. The latter are those for which 
non-empty ?!&‘s have non-empty interiors. If B is such an algebra y*(P) = 0 
for all P simply because P is countably additive and yet every such P 
vacuously fails to be countably additive in any infinite positive partition. 
As noted by Walker [36], jIN\N is both an F-space and an almost-P-space. 
D u { 00 }, the one point compactification of uncountable set D, is an 
almost-P-space which is not an F-space. PN\N is the Stone space of the 
quotient of 2N by the ideal of finite sets and D u {CC } is the Stone space 
of the linitecofinite algebra of D. 
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If there do exist infinite positive partitions for a general algebra the 
following proposition shows that though a probability failing to be coun- 
tably additive in any infinite positive partition might fail to be fully 
scattered it still has a sizable atomic part. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let P fail to be countably additive in any infinite 
positive partition. 
(a) Let 2 be an infinite positive partition. If (H,, . . . . H, ) c 2 then 
P,,[(Hl u ... u H,)‘] >O. 
(b) If P(A) > 0 then either P,,(A) > 0 or A does not admit an in$nite 
positive partition. 
Proof: Part (b) is a consequence of (a) 
(a) If not, then P is non-atomic on (H, u .. u H,,)’ for some n,. 
We show that in this case there is a partition A?’ so that X’ is an infinite 
positive partition on which P is countably additive. Enumerate 2 as 
{H,:~EN) and #“as (Hi:n~Nj, where HL=Hfor n=l,...,n,. The 
remaining members of X’ will be defined inductively. Pick {C i, Ci) a 
partition of U {Hno+k :~EN} so that O<P(C,‘)<f forj=l,2. For at 
least one ofj= 1,2, P(C,! n H,,,, ) > 0 for infinitely many k, say j = 1. Set 
K,+I equal to Cl u H,,+ 1 and note that P([H;u ... uH&+,]‘)d$and 
that[H,u ~~~uH,,,+,]c[H~u . ..uH&+.].Selectapartition{CT,C~} 
of [H; u ... u H;,+,-jc with O<P(C;)<fP([H;u ... uH&+,]‘). We 
have C~nH,,+k=Cfn[C~nH,,,+,] if k>l. We may suppose that 
C: n Hn,,, # @ for infinitely many k. Set H&+ 2 = C’s u H,,,+ 2 so 
that P([H; u ... u H&+2]‘) d $.3=($)2 and [H,u . . . uH,~+*] c 
iz; ,“, Hf 
ng + J. Proceed inductively. Suppose that disjoint 
,+:lH’h ave been defined so that P(H,‘) > 0 for all j, 
gee 
u ... u H,O+,J c [H; u . . u H&+,-j, P([H; u ... u H&+,1’)< 
and P([H;u ... u HA,+, 
k3>;. H 
1’ n H,,+,) > 0 for infinitely many 
n0+ m + , may be defined satisfying the same restrictions via 
partitioning [H’, u ... uHkO+,,,]’ into CT, CT with O<P(C,“‘)< 
fP( [H’, u . . 1 u H&+,1’). This yields a disjoint sequence X’ = 
{HA : n E N} with P( Hi) > 0 for all i. Z’ may be seen to be a partition for 
H,u ... uH,cH;u ... uH~, for all n. Since P([H’,u . . . uHk]‘)+O 
as n --, co, P is countably additive on L?Y. Since P is not countably additive 
on any infinite positive partition P cannot be non-atomic on 
[H, u . . u Hn,l’. I 
Remark 1.2. In a quasi-F-algebra if A does not admit an infinite 
positive partition and P(A)>0 then the restriction of P to A must be 
molecular and in particular atomic. 
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For P on a P-algebra, the question of positive conglomerability devolves 
on the case where the probability is fully scattered. A brief review of the 
structure of scattered compact sets is necessary. A scattered compact space 
K has a dense collection of isolated points KO which form a dense open 
subset of K. The first derived set is K(l)= K\K,. K’” is again a scattered 
space with (relatively) isolated points Kr’. The second derived set K(*) is 
K”‘\K, . (l’ Proceeding by transtinite induction one obtains a decreasing 
family {K”’ : IX ordinal} of scattered spaces with K(“+ ‘)= K’“‘\Kg’ for all 
ordinals CC. There is an ordinal fi so that KcB+ ‘) = 4 and as a result K’@’ is 
finite. For K to be the support of a Radon measure it is necessary and 
sufficient that K, be countable or finite. In order that there be a Radon 
measure giving positive measure to each point K (i.e., K is the support of 
a fully scattered measure) it is necessary and sufficient that each Kg’ be at 
most countable and that b be a countable ordinal. 
Non-molecular fully scattered measures share one important property 
with molecular measures. This is that pure finite additivity entails strong 
finite additivity. In Armstrong and Prikry [4] it was shown that a finite 
measure is purely finitely additive iff it is a countable sum of strongly 
finitely additive measures. Any finite sum of strongly finitely additive 
measures is strongly finitely additive. Since a (0, 1 }-valued measure is 
purely finitely additive iff it is strongly linitely’additive the same is true for 
molecular measures. Any measure weakly absolutely continuous to a 
strongly finitely additive measure is again strongly finitely additive. When 
considered as a Radon measure on the Stone space X, of the algebra L!#, 
a measure P is strongly finitely additive iff supp(P) is contained in a 
nowhere dense closed CC?&. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. A fully scattered measure P is strongly finitely additive 
iff it is purely finitely additive. 
Proof Only the case of non-molecular P need be considered. In this 
case P = C {2,6(x) : x E supp(P)}. It must be shown that if P is purely 
finitely additive then supp P is in a closed 4 with empty interior. For 
each x E supp(P), 6(x) < P so 6(x) is purely finitely additive, hence 
strongly finitely additive. As a result, for each x E supp(P) there is a 
decreasing sequence { C(n, x) : n E N} of clopen sets containing x so that 
n,“= 1 C(n, x) = G(x) has empty interior and has G(x) n supp(P) = (x}. 
The proof proceeds by induction on the first ordinal 01 so that if 
K = supp(P) then Kca) is finite (c( depends on P). It is assumed that if j? < CI 
then any countable compact Fc X, with FcB’ finite and each point in a 
closed nowhere dense 9& is itself in a closed nowhere dense ~3~. By passing 
to a finite clopen partition it suffices to consider only the case where K(‘) 
is a singleton x,. If tl is a successor ordinal b + 1 then Kc”‘\ (x~) is 
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enumerable as a sequence converging to s, say i X! : m E N). Furthermore 
it may be assumed that for each n, K’“‘\,C(n, x,) is an initial segment of 
this sequence. Note that K\C(n, x,) = F,;, has Fjp’ finite. Similarly if x is a 
limit ordinal then F,, has F’“’ finite for some /? < x Thus, in any case, there 
is a decreasing sequende of clopen sets [ C,,.,, : nz E N) so that 
F,, = fix=, Cm,,, = G,, and Gz = 0. One may in fact assume that if 
k < n then C,,,\C(k, x,) c C,+. For each n let C” be C(n, .Y,)u 
Ccl?,, u . . . u C,,,]. By construction (C” : n E N} is decreasing to a closed 
Z& Gc K). For each n, G\C(n, x,) c G,. As a result no point outside of 
G(x,) is interior to G. Since [G(x,)]” = 0 it follows that G is nowhere 
dense. This suffices to establish the theorem by transfmite induction. 1 
LEMMA 1.8. Any infinite partition of &?/.4, is induced by an infinite 
positive partition of B in either case (a) or (b). 
(a) K”’ is in a nowhere dense %a if K= supp(P). 
(b) W is a quasi-F-algebra. 
Proof: (a) Let &’ be a partition of a/,/l; (which is guaranteed to be 
positive) and let X be a countable disjoint collection in %!I inducing 2. As 
a result U 9 is an open set in X, whose intersection with K is dense in 
K. Each point in K, lies in one HE X0. There is a countable collection 
{A, : n E N} of elements of $? each disjoint from K”’ so that U (A, : n E N} 
is a dense open set. Each A,, meets at most finitely many HE 2. As a result 
Ah = A,\lJ {A, n H : HE ;X} is in a. The collection {AL : n E N} u .x? 
forms a partition of &?. Enumerate H as {H, : n EN} and let 
X’ = {H, u AL : n E NJ to obtain an infinite positive partition of 2+? induc- 
ing 2. 
(b) As in (a) let X be an infinite disjoint collection in g inducing 
the infinite positive partition 2 of a/-I,. Let {A, : n E N} c 23 be such that 
2 (J {A, : n E N} is a partition of a. Enumerate #’ as in (a) and set #’ = 
(H,uA,,:nEN}. 1 
Remark 1.3. Condition (a) assures by (d) of Proposition 1.4 or (b) of 
Corollary 1.4.1 that P is fully scattered if it fails to be countably additive 
in any infinite positive partition. 
The next proposition probably is buried in the folklore of probability. In 
essence it says that in a discrete probability space if one has an infinite 
event with infinite complement one may find an “almost independent” 
partition of the sample space into finite events. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let P be a countably additive probability measure on 
2” assigning non-zero probability to each point of the countable set Q. Let 
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Bc Q be infinite and let B” be infinite. If E >O is small enough there is a 
partition X of Q into finite sets so that P(B 1 H) < P(B) + E for any HE 2. 
Proof Let B = {xi, . . . . x,, . ..} and A = B” = {y, ,..., y,, . ..}. We find 
a finite set H containing {xi, y, } so that P(B 1 H) < P(B) + E and 
P(B) H”) < P(B) + E. If this may be done then the desired partition may be 
constructed inductively by using H as the first element, replacing 52 by H”, 
B by B\H, and P by P( .I H”) and applying this result in the new setting. 
Assume E < P(A). There is a finite set A, c A so that P(B)(( 1 - y)/y) < 
P(A,), where y = P(B) + E. This is because 
l-y l-P(B)-& P(A)-& P(A) -= 
Y P(B) + E =P(B)+e’p(B) 
so P(B)((l -y)/y)<P(A). A, may be chosen with ~,EA,. 
Let 6 = P(A)- P(A,)>O. There is a B, finite in B so that xi E B, and 
[P(B)-P(B,)]((l-y)/y)<o. Let H=A,uB, so {xl,yl}cH. We have 
P(B.)(y)<P(B)(?) <P(A,)<P(A)-[P(B)-P(B,)] 
As a result 
P(B( H) = WA 
J-W,) + J’(4) 
<y=P(B)+c 
and 
P(B) - f’(B,) 
P(B’Hc)= [P(A)-P(A,)]+ [P(B)-P(B,),<y=p(B)+E’ ’ 
THEOREM 1.10. Let P be a fully scattered non-molecular measure on 93. 
Let K denote the infinite support of P as a Radon measure on ~9. 
(a) Ifly is a singleton then P is positively conglomerable. 
(b) If 93 is a quasi-F-algebra and tf K (I’ is finite but not a singleton 
theny*(P)=P(K”‘)-min{P({x}):xEK”)}. 
(c) Zf 99 is a quasi-F-algebra and if KC” is infinite then y*(P)= 
P(K”‘). 
(d) If the restriction of P to K(l) is purely finitely additive then (b) 
and (c) are valid even tyg is an arbitrary algebra. 
Proof (a) If K(l) is a singleton {x~} then K is the one point compac- 
tilication of the discrete space K,, = {x, : i E N}. If 2’ = {H,} is a positive 
partition then each H, is clopen and each x, in K,, is in one and only one 
of the H,. If x, is in one H, then that H, contains all but finitely many 
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points of K,, hence X is finite and P is conglomerable in ;X. Thus, it may 
be assumed that .Y,, # H, for any i. If BE 23 and X, + B then B’ contains all 
but finitely many points in K, so B = (E n H, ) u . u (B n H,,) for some 
n. This is enough to show P(B) < P(B) H,) for some i < n. Thus, it may be 
assumed that -Y,, E B. In this case only finitely many points in K, do not lie 
in B so only finitely many H, fail to be contained in B. In particular H,, c B 
for some n. Thus, P(B) 6 1 = P(BI H,). Since B is arbitrary P is 
conglomerable in X. Since X is arbitrary (a) is established. 
(b, c, d) It is easily seen that the extent of non-positive conglom- 
erability of P on the quotient algebra &/L 1,; of 8 modulo P-negligible sets 
J$ is at least y*(P) (for every positive partition of g induces one of 
B/J&). The extent of non-conglomerability of P on g/JTp always provides 
an upper bound for y*(P). We have K= supp(P) the Stone space of g/&b. 
The purely finitely additive part of P on ?3’/-,Vb is the restriction of P to 
K(l). Thus, P(K’“) is at least the extent of non-positive conglomerability 
of P on g/Jlrp and hence P(K’“) 3 y*(P) for an arbitrary algebra 64?. 
Part (c) is the reversal of this inequality and will be shown valid if 2 is a 
quasi-F-algebra. This will be dependent on Lemma 1.8, which is also used 
in (b) and (d). Part (b) shows that only a partial reversal of P(K’“)2 
y*(P) is possible in this case. Note that Lemma 1.8 is applicable in case (d) 
since P restricted to K”’ is purely finitely additive, hence strongly finitely 
additive, by Proposition 1.7. 
The main effect of Lemma 1.8 is that y*(P) is equal to the extent of non- 
positive conglomerability of P as a probability on g/.&p. Thus, for (b, c, d) 
it may be assumed that P is strictly positive on d so that X, = K and 
P({x})>O if .YEX&. 
K”’ has at least two points, as does Kt’. Pick one ye KF’ and C~24? 
so that Cn Kc’)= (y}. Let {y n : n E N} enumerate K,\C. Let Q be the 
normalized restriction of P to K. so that Q( .) = P(.) K,,). By shifting 
finitely many points from K,\C to C one may assume that B= K,\C has 
Q probability as small as one pleases. By Proposition 1.9 for an E > 0 find 
a partition 2 = {H,, : n E N} of K. into finite sets so that Q(BI H,) < 
Q(B) + E for all n. Thus 3’ is a partition of 23. For each n one has 
P(BIH,)= Q(BIH,)d Q(B)+&. However, P(B)2P(K”‘) - P({y}). 
Thus, P(B) - sup, P(BI H,) B P(K’“) - P({y}) - Q(B) - E. Since E and 
Q(B) are arbitrarily small y*(P) 2 P(K”‘) - P((y}). Thus, y*(P) 3 
P(K”‘)-inf(P({y}):yeKt’). If K h” is infinite then y*(P) 2 P(K(“) = 
lIPpr,I(. This suffices to establish (c). In case (b) we merely have P(K”‘) 2 
y*(P)ZP(K”‘)-inf(P({y}):yeKb”}>O. 
To complete the proof of (b) we utilize the observation that if 2’ 
is a refinement of another partition $4?, and for all H E A? one has 
P(H) = C { P(H’) : H’ E Y’, H’ c H} then for any B one has 
max{P(BIH):HeX}3max{P(BIH’):H’eX’}. As a result the extent 
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P(B) - max{ P(B 1 H) : HE %} of non-conglomerability of B in J? is no 
more than that of B in 2’. That is, coarsening of a partition leads to 
increasing the extent of non-conglomerability. We use this with each 
H’ E &” a finite union of elements of Y?. (More generally one may say that 
X’ is a countably additive coarsening of X’.) 
Pick y*(P) > E > 0 a positive 2 and B in 98 so that P(B) 2 P(B 1 H) + 
y*(P)-& for all HEX. In case (b) with K=X,=supp (P) we have K’” 
finite and, since 2 is a partition, K, c U {H : HE Y?}. Only finitely many 
HE 2 meet K”‘. It may be assumed by coarsening 2 that in fact precisely 
one HO E J? meets K”’ and that P(H,\K,) is arbitrarily small. If HO II K”’ 
the partition is finite and P is conglomerable. This cannot be, for in case 
(b), y*(P) > 0 by our previous observation. A repetition of the argument 
for part (a) shows that Bx K’” is impossible in the presence of non-con- 
glomerability. Note that P(B) - P( B ( H,) 2 y*(P) - E. We have 
P(BlHo)= 
P(BnH,nK,)+P(BnH,nK”‘) 
P(Ho) 
3P(BnH,nK,)+P(BnH,nK”‘) 
so P(B) - P(B n HO) = P(B) - [P(B n HO n KO) + P(Bn H,n K”‘)] 2 
y*(P) - E. If one coarsens 2 appropriately (so that H,, enlarges to 
cover KO) one has B n HO n K” ) constant but P( B n H, n K,) converges 
to P( B n K,,). Thus, P(B) - P( B n KO) b P(B) - P( B n K,) - P( B n HO n 
K”‘)>y*(P)-E. Thus, P(BnK”‘)=P(B)-P(BnK,)>y*(P)-6. Since 
E > 0 is arbitrary, P(B n K”‘) > y(B). Since B n K”’ is a proper non-empty 
subset of K’” we have P(K’l’)-min(P({x)):xEK’l’} >P(BnK”‘)> 
y*(P). This establishes (b). Part (d) follows immediately by the method of 
proof of (b) and (c). 
Remark 1.4. If P fails to be countably additive in any infinite partition 
and K”’ is in a closed nowhere dense g6 then Remark 1.2 assures that P 
is fully scattered and that (d) of Theorem 1.10 holds. This holds in particular 
if ~8 is a P-algebra. 
2. CONGLOMERABILITY 
If one relaxes the requirement that each element of a partition have 
positive probability in the definition of positive conglomerability one 
obtains the notion of conglomerability. Of course in this case conditional 
probability must be defined with respect to all non-empty events, even 
those with probability 0. Thus, it must be that there is a full conditional 
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probability [ 10, 111 P( .I - ) defined on d x (d \ (4 i ) which is a real function 
satisfying 
(a) P(.IB) is a probability on 5# with P(BlB)= 1 if BEJ\jdj 
(b) P(A 1 B) P(BI C) = P(A 1 C) if A c l3 c C and B is non-empty. 
Furthermore P( .) = P( .I Q). 
If whenever Z is a countable partition of d and BE 28 one has 
inf(P(B)H):HE9)6P(B)<sup(P(BIH):HEZ} then Pis said to be 
conglomerable (or more precisely P( ‘1.) is said to be conglomerable). The 
extent y = y(P) of non-conglomerability is the supremum over all BE 69 and 
countable partitions X of [P(B) - sup{ P(B 1 H) : HE %}I. It is immediate 
that y > y*. It was shown by Schervish, Seidenfeld, and Kadane [32] that 
y < II Ppra Iland that if P is countably additive in some infinite positive parti- 
tion that y* = IIP,f,II hence y = y*. If z%? is a-complete then Schervish, 
Seidenfeld, and Kadane showed that 11 P,,/I = y in all cases. In particular, 
if P is a molecular purely finitely additive probrability then 0 = y* and 
1 = y. As a generalization for fully scattered measures one, one might expect 
y < y*. We shall see here that quite often for non-molecular P one has 
y = y*. As a result, in these cases the results of Section 1 give exact results 
for y as well. In any case they give lower bounds. 
In the proof of Proposition 1.10 it was seen that if a countable partition 
X were coarsened to a partiton Z’ in a countably additive fashion with 
respect to P then the extent of non-conglomerability of an event B in 2 
is at most its extent of non-conglomerability in 2’. By “countably additive 
fashion” we mean that each H’ E Z” is a countable or finite union of 
elements of H in X and that P(H’)=~(P(H):HE~,Hc~‘}. This 
holds whether or not X’ is a positive partition. 
LEMMA 2.1. If y > y* then y is the supremum of P(B) - 
sup{P(BI H) : HE%}, where at most one Ho E 2 has P(H,,) > 0. 
Proof: Suppose P(B) - sup { P( B ( H) : HE Z } > y * and that infinitely 
many HE 2 have P(H) > 0. Enumerate these as (H, : n E N) and the 
remaining elements of 2 as {H” : n E N} (possibly with Hk = 4 after some 
point). Let X”’ = {H, u H” : n E A’}; Z’ is countably additive coarsening 
of 2 which is a positive partition of a. As a result y* > P(B) - 
sup(P(BIH’):H’~~‘}~P(B)-sup{P(B(H):H~~}>y*,acontradic- 
tion. Thus, only finitely many HE SF have P(H) = 0. Let Ho be 
u {HL%?: P(H)>O} and let 2” be the coarsening of X consisting 
of Ho and those H E X’ with P(H) = 0. We have P(B) - 
~~~{P(B~H):HEYF’}>P(B)-~~~(P(B~H):HE~}. This suffices to 
establish the proposition. m 
In this case, if X’ is such a partition, P is strongly finitely additive on 
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HG = u {HE 2 : P(H) = O}. The most important special case would be the 
case where Ho = 4 so P is strongly finitely additive. Since P is strongly 
finitely additive on H& WG) Q IIPpfalI and lIpcall G W&J. 
There are several circumstances in which partitions as in Lemma 2.1 are 
guaranteed not to exist, hence under which y* = y. The first is the case 
where no infinite countable disjoint collection of P-negligible sets has a 
supremum. In this case we call P an almost P-measure. If X, is an almost 
P-space this is the case for any P. 
The other class of measures for which there are no partitions as in 
Lemma 2.1 are the P-measures as in Armstrong [9]. A P-measure P is one 
for which any countable collection of P-negligible sets is contained in a 
single P-negligible set. For P to be a P-measure it is necessary and 
sufficient that supp(P) c X, be interior to any %8-containing it (i.e., a 
P-set). If P is (0, 1 }-valued this is the requirement that the singleton 
supp( P) is a P-point of X,. 
Consideration of when y > y* draws attention to events C on which P is 
strongly finitely additive. If C, and C, are such events then so is C, u C2 
so these events form an ideal ,aS of Z8. Set A, = sup(P(C) : CE 9s} and 
find an increasing sequence (C, : n E N} c 4;, with P(C,) + 1,. If C E 4 
then lim, j o. P(C\C,) = 0. If Q is the measure defined by Q(A) = 
lim, + m P(A n C) then Q Q P and IiQll = 2,. Q is strongly finitely additive 
if g is a quasi-F-algebra, for each C,\C,- 1 admits a countable partition 
into P-hence Q-negligible sets. The resulting disjoint collection of 
Q-negligible sets may be extended to a partition. The added members of 
the partition must be Q-negligible since they are disjoint from all C,. If a 
is not a quasi-F-algebra then Q might not be strongly finitely additive but 
in any case we call Q the strongly finitely additive part of P and denote it 
by Ps,. As the following proposition shows the measure P, = P- PSf, is 
not strongly finitely additive on any set of positive measure. These 
measures were studied in Armstrong [9]. On a-complete algebras where 
they were shown (in Proposition 2.6 of that paper) to be precisely the 
P-measures. For a general algebra, measures not strongly finitely additive 
on any set of positive measures provide a simultaneous generalization of 
P-measures and almost P-measures. They may alternatively be charac- 
terized by the property that if an increasing sequence of negligible sets has 
a supremum then that supremum is also negligible. We call these measures 
quasi-P-measures. It is useful to note that a measure is a quasi-P-measure 
if it is mutually weakly absolutely continuous to a quasi-P-measure. That 
is, that a measure is a quasi-P-measure depends only on the support of the 
measure in X,. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Any measure P has a decomposition P, + P,,. P, is 
the largest quasi-P-measure less than or equal to P and P,, agrees with P 
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on each set on which P is stronglyJinite1~. additive. [f‘ the algehru is a quasi- 
F-algebra then P,, is strongl?’ jiinitel~~ additive. 
Proof Let P,, be the strongly finitely additive part of P as defined 
above and P, = P - P,,. If R is quasi-P-measure less than or equal to P 
and A is a set on which P is strongly finitely additive then R is also 
strongly finitely additive on A so R(A) = 0. This implies that R < P - P 1 A 
for all such A, hence that R < P, = P - P,,. 
We now verify that P, is a quasi-P-measure. Suppose that A is a set on 
which P, is strongly finitely additive and that (A,, : n E N} is a sequence of 
P,-negligible sets with supremum A. Let (C, : n E N} be an increasing 
sequence in 9, with P(C’,) increasing to 3,,. For each n, P,(C,) = 0 so 
P,((A n C,)u A,)=0 for all n. Thus, P,(A)=0 for A=sup,{(A n C,) 
u A,}. Thus, P, is a quasi-measure. 1 
One calls P purely strongly finitely additive if P = P,, . The decomposi- 
tion P = P, + P,, is much like the Lebesgue type or split-face decomposi- 
tions in the Bauer simplex BA p(g) (Alfsen [ 11, Asimow and Ellis [ 131, 
Briem [15], Goodearl [25], Armstrong and Prikry [7]). The purely 
strongly finitely additive measures form a face of BA :(92) for they are a 
convex set with the property that if P is purely strongly finitely additive 
and Q < IP for some ;1> 1 then Q is purely strongly finitely additive. 
Indeed if Q <, P then Q is purely strongly finitely additive so the face of 
purely strongly finitely probabilities on 99 is closed under weak absolute 
continuity. Only when all purely strongly finitely additive measures on d 
are strongly finitely additive is this face a-convex hence variation closed 
hence a split face Goodearl [25]. In this case the complementary split face 
is CA:(a). Otherwise the face of purely strongly finitely additive measure 
has complementary set the quasi-P-measures and this forms a convex set 
which is not a face of BAT (99). Indeed CA:(B) is the largest face of 
BA : (98) contained in the quasi-P-measures. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If P is a quasi-P-measure then y(P) = y*(P). rf P is 
countably additive in some infinite positive partition then y(P) = 1) Ppfajl. 
Otherwise y(P) = 0. 
Proof Only this observation needs to be made: Those quasi-P- 
measures which are not countably additive in any infinite positive partition 
are characterized by the property that if (A, : n E N} is a strictly increasing 
sequence with supremum A,,, then P( A rc ) = lim, _ ,%’ P(A,) iff P(A ,, ) = 
P(A,) for some n. 1 
If ?J is a quasi-F-algebra and P is a quasi-P-measure which fails to be 
countably additive in any infinite positive partition then P is fully scattered 
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(by Proposition 1.4) hence has a dense set of isolated points K, in 
K= supp(P). Each point x in &, must give rise to a countably additive 
{0, 1 }-valued measure for otherwise P would be strongly finitely additive 
on a clopen set containing x. Conversely, if &, = K and each point in K,, 
gives rise to a countably additive (0, 1}-valued measure then P must be a 
quasi-P-measure, even if P is not fully scattered or B is not a quasi-P 
algebra. As a result we have this proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. In order that a probability P on an algebra 93 with 
K= supp(P) c X, equal to K0 be a quasi-P-measure it is necessary and 
sufficient that each x E K0 give rise to a countably additive (0, 1 }-valued 
measure. 
For fully scattered measures P on an arbitrary algebra one may explicitly 
characterize the quasi-P-part P, and the strongly finitely additive part P,,. 
COROLLARY 2.4.1. Let P be a fully scattered measure with support K 
in X,. Let K4 denote those points in K, giving rise to countably additive 
(0, 1 )-valued measures. P, is the restriction of P to Kq and PSI, is the restric- 
tion of P to K\&. 
Proof If A c X, is clopen with i&n A = 4 then P is strongly finitely 
additive on A. Thus the restriction of P to K\& is at most PSf,. Conversely 
if P restricted to a clopen A is strongly finitely additive then A n Kq = 4 so 
An& =d. Since PSf, is the limit of restrictions of P to such sets A it is at 
most the restriction of P to K\&. Thus, PSI, is the restriction of P to 
K\& I 
Remark 2.1. Of course our main interest is in fully scattered measures 
on P-algebras 9% In this case they are those measures which are not 
countably additive in any finite positive partition. In general one might 
have non-atomic measures not countably additive in any infinite positive 
partition. In this case Proposition 1.6 assures us that no infinite positive 
partitions exist so y*(P) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let P fail to be countably additive in any infinite 
positive partition. PSf, is atomic. 
Proof: Let A be a clopen set on which P is strongly finitely additive. 
Let R be the restriction of P to A. R fails to be countably additive on any 
infinite positive partition. The set of x in supp(P) with 6(x) not countably 
additive is countable for 6(x) e R for all such x by Corollary 1.4.1. 
Corollary 6.2 of Armstrong [8] assures us that R-almost all x have 6(x) 
purely finitely additive. This is enough to show that R is atomic. Since A 
is arbitrary Psfa is atomic. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.5.1. Zf P fails to be countably additive in any injinite 
positive partition and is purely finitely additive on an A E S? then P is atomic 
on A. 
COROLLARY 2.5.2. Zf P is non-atomic and fails to be countably additive 
in an?’ infinite partition it is a quasi-P-measure and y(P) = 0. 
When P is not a quasi-P-measure then y*(P) <y(P) is a possibility. In 
this case Lemma 2.1 assures us that y(P) =max{y,(P), yl(P)}, where y,(P) 
is the supremum of P(B) - sup{ P(B 1 H) : HE X}, where 2 is a countable 
partition by P-negligible sets and y,(P) is the same supremum but where 
X= {Ho, H,, . ..} h as p recisely H, as a non-negligible set. Of course if P 
is not strongly finitely additive (even if purely strongly finitely additive) 
Y(P) = Y,(P). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let {H,, HI, . . . . H,, . ..} be a partition with P(H,) > 0. 
Let B c HG. Let PO( .) = P( .I Hi). Let A = B v B, with B, c Ho. We have 
P(A) - sup,>0 P(A I H,) G P(H;)CPo(B) -sup,> I Po(BI HJI G YU'O) WC3 
with equality only if P( B,) = P(H,) sup, a I Po( B 1 H,). 
Proof Let A = P(B,). We have 
P(A) - sup P(A I H,) 
IGO 
= min[P(A) - P(A I H,), P(A) -sup P(A 1 H,)] 
Id1 
=min[A(l-P(H,)-‘)+P(B),A+P(B)-supP(AIH,)] 
r> 1 
= min P(fG) P(B) - - 
PWo) 
A, (P(B) - sup Po(B I H,)) + A 
I>0 I 
= @(A). 
As a function of the real variable A, @ is maximized when P(B) - 
(P(Hz)/P(H,)) A = P(B) - sup,,, P,(B I H,) + A. This occurs if 
A(lIP(Ho)) = su~,r~ P,(B I H,) or A = P(H,) sup, a i P,(B 1 H,). In this 
case @(A) is pWo) supI, 1 P(B I H,) + P(B) - SUP,, , Po(B I H,) = 
f’(B) - f’W3 sup, > , ~o~~I~~~~~~~~~C~O~~~~~~P~O~~I~~)I~ I
COROLLARY 2.6.1. yl(P) < inf{P(HE) y’(P,)} < inf P(HG), where the 
infima extend over partitions {Ho, H,, . . . . H,, . ..} with only P(H,) > 0, 
Po( .) = P( . I HE) and where y’(P,) is defined as yo(Po) considering PO to be 
a strongly finitely additive probability on Hz. 
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COROLLARY 2.6.2. Q-y(P)> y*(P) then y(P)< lIPsfall. 
Proof If y(P)=y,(P) then P=P,,; otherwise y(P)=y,(P)< 
inf P(H”,) = inf P,,(H”,). 
Remark 2.2. (1 PSa(l < I( Pprall when P, fails to be countably additive. If P 
is fully scattered on a P-algebra, P, is countably additive iff K, in 
Corollary 2.4.1 is finite. 
In a certain sense Corollary 2.6.1 points out the problem of estimation of 
yO( P) for strongly finitely additive P as the fundamental problem. 
Proposition 2.3 shows 1(P) = y*(P) for quasi-P-measures. Proposition 2.7 
shows that this may happen for non-quasi-P-measures. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If for any E > 0 there is an A on which P is strongly 
finiteZy additive so that P(A) > 11 P,,(I - E and so that A” admits an infinite 
positive partition then y(P) = y*(P) B /I P,Jl. 
Proof The case P,, = 0 is a consequence of Proposition 2.3. Otherwise, 
for any 0 <E < )I PSf,II there is an A with P(A) > I(PSfJ -E so that there is a 
partition {A,, . . . . A,, . . . } of A with P(A,) = 0 and a positive partition 
P 1 > ..-, B,, . ..} of A’. Set H,= A,u B, and verify that P(A)- P(AIH,)= 
P(A) for all i so y(P)>y*(P)>P(A)a jlP,J -C. Since O<E< IIPSf.JI is 
arbitrary we have y(P) B jl PSn/I. It is impossible by Corollary 2.6.2 to have 
y(P) > y*(P) in this case. i 
COROLLARY 2.7.1. If P is fully scattered and Kg is infinite then y(P) = 
y*(P) >, IIPSI,II tf every point of I&/K, gives rise to a purely finitely additive 
{ 0, 1 }-valued measure. 
Proof By Proposition 1.7 the restriction of P to &\K, is strongly finitely 
additive so &\K, is in a closed nowhere dense 4. Since x E Kq has {x} 
isolated in K, hence in K,, Lemma 1.8 gives a partition 2 of 99 so that 
{Hn~~:HEZ}istheset({x} : x E K, >. Thus, % is a positive partition of 
W for P,. If A is clopen and does not meet & then { H\A : HE %> yields a 
positive partition of A” for P. Since P(Kq) is the infimum of P(A”) for clopen 
A disjoint from &, Proposition 2.7 assures the validity of Corollary 2.7.1. 1 
Remark 2.3. If g is a P-algebra and P is not countably additive in any 
infinite positive partition then P is fully scattered and every x in Kq\Kq 
gives rise to a purely finitely additive (0, 1 }-valued measure. Thus, y(P) = 
Y*(p) a IIP,rall. 
COROLLARY 2.7.2. y*(P) asup{P(A) : P,(A)=0 and A’ has an infinite 
positive partition ). 
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So far in this section the results about y(P) have not in any way involved 
the full conditional probability P( / ) for which P( .) = P( .I X,) = P( IQ). 
However, to improve Proposition 2.4 one must analyze in more detail the 
extent of non-conglomerability when a partition consists entirely of 
P-negligible sets. This is most relevant when y(P) = yO(P) but even if y(P) = 
y i(P) Proposition 2.4 relates yl(P) to y,(P,), where P, is considered a 
strongly finitely additive probability on HG. 
Hill and Lane [29] introduced the ordering A $ B for events A and B iff 
P(A 1 A u B) d P( B 1 A u B) and used it extensively. Zame [ 371 also used this 
ordering as his chief tool. Coletti and Regoli [ 17, 18, 39, 191 and Coletti [ 161 
have investigated this order as a qualitative probability. Previously Krauss 
[40] and Renyi [41] introduced this order in connection with full condi- 
tional probabilities. It evidently dates back to de Finetti [22]. The irreflexive 
part < of< isdelinedbyA<BiffP(AlAuB)<P(BIAuB). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let {A,, A,, . . . . A,} be disjoint and PEN. For each 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n let a]‘,= {AL : m E N} be a countably infinite partition of A,. If 
P E N there is a j in (1, 2, . . . . n} and a disjoint collection { Hk : k E N} so that 
(a) P(Hk\A, I Hk) < l/e for k E N. 
(b) H, n A, is a finite union of elements of 9, for i = 1, 2, . . . . n, and 
all k. 
(c) All but finitely many elements of gi for i# j lie in some Hk. Every 
element of D, is in some H,. 
Proof Firstassumethatn=2. LetZ={A,‘:Af+A~u ... uAf,+,for 
some m and all k} and let F={Af:Af<Aiu ... VA:,, for all m and 
some k} = I”. 
Case 1. I is infinite. Let g’, be a partition {B, : m E N} of A 1, where B, 
is a union of one member of Z and at most one member of F. For each i there 
is a least integer m = m(i) so that B, 3 Ai u . . . u Ai + k for all k. Let M(i) = 
max{m(l), . . . . m(i),M(i-l)+l}. IfmaM(n) then B,+Aiu ... VA:,, 
for all i<n. In particular, B,~A~~,,,uA~~~~~+~u ... uA$((~+,)+~ if 
(k-l)e<l<k& 
Let fIk=(B~k--I~P+lu ... uB,,u(A?&,,u ... uA~~~~+~~+,I) for 
k E N. It is easily checked that P(H, n AZ 1 Hk) = P(A&,,,, u . . . u 
AL((k+IM-1 ( Hk) < l/(e + 1) for all k. Note that every element of gi u & 
except {Af : ieM( is in some Hk since lim, _ o. M(i) = 00. Set j = 1. 
Case 2. Z finite, F infinite. After permutation of indices it may be 
assumed that I= (A:, . . . . A:} and that F= {A:, 1, . . . . A:+,, . ..}. 
By induction one may find for each n E N an integer m(n) starting with 
m( 1) = 1 and 8 integers m(n, 1) = m(n) < m(n, 2). . < m(n, 1) so that 
m(n,l)<m(n+l)=m(n,~+l) and so that A:+,<U {Af:m(n,i)<j< 
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m(n,i+l)}=Bz,, for i=l,..., e. Let H,=A:+Ou{Bz,,u ... uB$} for 
ncN. We have P(H,nA,(H,)=P(A:+.IA:+.uB~.,u ... uBi,,)< 
l/(e + 1). Every element of (9’ u g2)\Zis in some Hk. Setj= 2. 
The case n > 2. Proceed inductively. Suppose true for n - 1. Suppose 
that {HE : k E N} are such that each HE is a finite union from g1 u . . . u g,, _ 1 
so that each element of J& is in some Hi as well as all but finitely many of 
&u ... u9n,-l. Further suppose that P(Hz\A 1 ) HE) < 1/2C for all k. Let 
Ht be the union of the omitted elements of g2 u . . u gn. Let 9: = (Hi > u 
{HE n A, : kE N}, and let 9: = (HE\A 1 : k E N}. Thus, if A E 9: then 
P(A 1 HE) < l/2/ and if A E 9: then P(A 1 HE) > 1 - l/Z/. Apply the case n = 2 
to (Hi:k=0,1,2 ,... }=s” and g,,. There is a disjoint collection 
(H: : k E N} composed of elements of 9’ and g,,, hence of members of 
9, u . . . u %+n so that either 
(a) P(H:\A, 1 HL) < l/2/ with each element of 5!!$ in some HL and all 
but finitely many of 9’ in some Hk or 
(b) P(Hi n A, 1 H:) < 1/2e with each element of go in some Hk and all 
but finitely many of g,, in some H L. 
In case (a), the proposition is valid with j = H. In case (b), the proposi- 
tion is valid with j= 1. To see this it must only be shown that 
P(HL\A, 1 HL) < l/e for all k. We have 
<$+P(H;n(A,u ... uA,~,)IH:). 
H: n (A, u . . . u A,-, ) is a union of a finite subset of 9’ so 
P(H:n(A,u ... u A, _ 1) I Hi) is a finite convex combination of 
P(H\A i 1 H) as H ranges over 9’ and hence is at most l/2/. Thus, 
P(H:\A, IH:)< l/2/+ 1/2e. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.9. y(P) 2 I/ PsfaII - A,, where 2, is the size of the largest 
atomic component of Psf,. 
Proof: If the atomic part of P,, is written as C,“=, 1,6,, with each 6, 
(0, 1 }-valued and a0 > A, > . . . > Iz,,, . . . then { A,6, : n = 0, 1,2, . ..} are the 
atomic components of Psf,. A0 is equal to the intimum, over the finite 
partitions {A i, . . . . A,}, of max{P,,(Ai) : i = 1, . . . . n}. 
Choose E in (0, 1,) and let A be such that P is strongly finitely additive 
on A and so that P(A)> IIPsf,ll -s. As a result 1060(A)=Ao. Let 
,‘r ;’ . ..Y A,} be a finite partition of A so that O< P(A,)<A,+e for 
3 .a*, n. Since P is strongly finitely additive on each A, there is a 
countable partition {A, : Jo N} of A, by P-negligible sets. Proposition 2.8 
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yields a Jo 1, . . . . n and a disjoint collection (H, : k E N) so that 
P(H,\A, / Hk) <E for all k and so that all but finitely many of 
(A : i = 1, . . . . n; ~1 E N) are in some H,. Let A, c A\A, be the union of the 
omzted A,. Let H,=A’uA,. Let B=A\A,. For each k=O, 1,2 ,... we 
have P( B 1 H,) < E. Thus. y(P) 3 P(B) - E. Since P(B) > P(A) - & - E > 
11 PSI,/1 - E - lo - E and E is arbitrary, the proposition is established. 
Remark 2.4. It is conjectured that if y(P) # IIP,,II then it is IIP,,I( - %,, 
for some %,. 
Example. Let Z** be the usual two point compactilication 
Z u { - co, co} of the integers and let SJ be the clopen algebra of Z**. 
Define a full conditional probability P( ‘1.) on &? with P( . ( Z**) = 
ph,(.)+q6-,(.)=P(.) as follows if O<p< 1 and q= 1 -p (6, =&co) 
and &, = 6( - co)). If BE S3 has a non-empty intersection with ( - co, cc } 
let P(A 1 B) = P(A n B)/P(B) for all A E 63. If BE 98 does not meet 
{-co, co}, hence is a finite subset of Z, but does meet Z + = (0) u N let 
P(A I B) = m + (A n B)/m + (B), where m + is counting measure on Z +. 
Finally, if BE ~3 is entirely in Z - = -N let P(A ( B) = m _ (A n B)/m _ (B), 
where m _ is counting measure on Z -. The reader may verify that P( . I ) 
is a full conditional probability on @. 
Wenowshowthaty(P)=q.NoticethatifP(B)-sup{P(BIH):HE~}>O 
for a countable partition ~5‘ then a contains at least one point in 
{ - co, cc }. If B contains both CC and - co then B” is finite and B contains 
all but finitely many members of S so P(B) - sup{ P( B 1 H) : HE 2”) d 0. 
Thus, B contains only one of CC or -co. If B contains CC and X is an 
infinite partition it may be the case that CC is in some H, E 2. This is 
impossible for in this case P(BI H,,) = 1 3 P(B). As a result, for infinitely 
many HE X one has H n Z + c B. For these H we have P(B( H) = 
m + (B n H)/m + (H) = 1 3 P(B). As a result, cc E B is impossible. Thus if 
P(B) - sup{ P( B I H) : HE 2 } > 0 for some infinite partition X one 
musthaveBn{-co,co} = {-co] andP(B)-sup{P(BIH):Hcz2} 2 
P(B)=q.LetB=Z~U(-oo}.LetH,={O},andH,={-n,n}foreach 
n E N so that %‘= {H, : n E Z’ } is a partition of &?. For each n we have 
P(BIH,)=P({-n}l{n, -n})=O so q=P(B)-sup{P(BIH):HEc%?}. 
In this example P = PpI,.= P,, . If q b p = 1, then q = jlP,,)I - II,. This 
shows that Proposition 2.9 is sharp in some sense. More complex examples 
may be constructed to yield y(P) between I/ P,,(I and I/ PSf,I) - 1,. In this 
construction if q = 0 one does not have a full conditional probability, for 
P(A 1 B) is not defined if - co E B and B n Z + = 4. In this case set P(A I B) 
equal to 0 if - cc 4 A and to 1 if - co E A. Again y(P) = q = 0. A similar 
construction yields y(P) = q = 1 if p = 0. 
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